Hello,

My name is Dennis Bishop, and I am a resident of the San Jose Carlton Avenue neighborhood. I am supporting the Commissioner Pham Equal & Equitable 2.0 Unity Compromise Map, ID:69159, and oppose the Unity Map that would pull them into District 5.

I believe the residents of the small community that I am directly adjacent too, the community that has a large impact on my neighborhood, would not be well represented by this change, which would pull them into District 5 to be dominated by the larger cities in the north, and therefore unable to address local issues.

I believe that with climate change it is critical that the areas represented by the Compromise Map have the ability to establish and execute programs to address wildfire prevention, and water and power security. Additionally, the Compromise Map also keeps all cities whole in one district, with the exception of San Jose.

Best Regards,

Dennis Bishop

San Jose, California
95124